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Understanding the Complicated Landscape of Civil War Monuments

JESSICA OWLEY* & JESS PHELPS**

This essay examines the controversy regarding confederate monuments and attempts to contextualize this debate within the current preservation framework. While much attention has been paid to this topic over the past year, particularly with regard to “public” monuments, such discussion has generally failed to recognize the varied and complicated property law layers involved—which can fundamentally change the legal requirements for modification or removal. We propose a spectrum or framework for assessing these resources ranging from public to private, and we explore the messy space in-between these poles where most monuments actually fall. By highlighting these categories, we provide an initial introduction of a typology for evaluating confederate monuments, serving as a foundation for an exploration into the nature of property law and monument protection.

INTRODUCTION

The controversy over confederate monuments gained greater national prominence in the aftermath of the events in Charlottesville, Virginia in August 2017.¹ As conservationists, our work had not previously considered such sites despite our many years of investigation into both land protection and historic preservation. While perhaps less surprised than others to learn of the extent of confederate monuments, we quickly understood that the landscape of such structures was broader and more
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complicated than many realize. Much energy and discussion has (appropriately) focused on confederate monuments erected with public funds, placed on public lands, and protected by state and/or federal laws. 2 More recently, investigators have begun to detail the growth in confederate memorials paid for with private funds and placed on private lands. 3 The legal issues surrounding these two types of monuments differ for obvious reasons, making approaches to their removal or modification different. However, these two examples are but ends of a complex spectrum of public/private intersections in the erection and protection of confederate monuments across the United States. We set forth a rough typology of confederate monuments based on their quality of being public or private. An understanding of the public/private nature of these monuments reveals the public interest involved and outlines which laws may come into play with monument removal.

I. CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS: EMERGENCE, GROWTH, AND MEANINGS

Although most Americans cannot tell you the dates of the Civil War, let alone name key figures or battles on either side, 4 many feel an emotional link to what was the bloodiest conflict ever fought on American soil. The number of American lives lost outstrips our country’s losses in any other conflict by both sheer number (620,000 is the low estimate) and percentage (a staggering 2% of the total population). 5 With the devastation that this would have meant for families, it would not be surprising if in the aftermath of the war, communities erected monuments to lost loved ones. 6 Yet, that is not the common origin of confederate monuments as described below.


This piece examines the establishment of confederate monuments, adopting the definition of monuments from philosopher George Schedler:

[M]arkers or statues whose purpose is to pay homage to the conduct or character—usually courage or leadership—of some person or group. Minimally, a monument is either a marker with an inscription or a statue with no inscription designed to recall with affection, or at least with approval, something or some person.7

We specifically exclude from this category gravestones or protection of historic sites like battlefields, but include monuments erected on or near battlefields.

Hundreds of confederate monuments are scattered across thirty-one states.8 Two organizations are responsible for many of these monuments: Sons of Confederate Veterans and United Daughters of the Confederacy. These organizations seek to honor the confederate dead whom they view as heroic and spread the organizations’ view of the underlying conflict at the heart of the war, usually labeled the “Lost Cause” Movement.9 The Lost Cause theory asserts that the Civil War was not about slavery but a noble struggle to preserve states’ rights and a Southern way of life.10 This view ignores the fact that the “Southern way of life” was built upon human chattel slavery.11 Placement of confederate monuments worked and still works to normalize the Lost Cause view (a view almost entirely rejected or discredited by historians) and proliferate messages of black inferiority.12

Several confederate monuments were built during the failure of Reconstruction around 1877 to reaffirm the power of the white southerners as the messaging and content of the monuments often directly conveys.13 Indeed, many, if not most, confederate monuments have direct ties to white supremacy sentiments and movements and appeared long after the end of the Civil War. Monuments of this class then served as a symbol to blacks that they were not equals and to other whites that racist attitudes and behaviors would be condoned. In this light, it is unsurprising

11. See Id.
13. SOUTHERN POVERTY LAW CENTER (SPLC), WHOSE HERITAGE? 14 (2016) (charting this over time).
that additional monuments appeared during the Jim Crow era and indeed sometimes
in response to specific events, like the Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of
Education and the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. Unfortunately, the
number of monuments is once again growing.

II. TYPOLOGY OF CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS

The current narrative regarding the potential removal and/or relocation of
confederate monuments generalizes and substantially oversimplifies the legal issues
involved. Given the wide distribution of monuments, the laws that govern their
removal and protection are not monolithic. The legal framework varies depending
on where the monument is located (private versus public land), what types of land-
use laws are at play, and who owns and/or paid for the monument’s construction.
Our analysis locates monuments along a spectrum ranging from purely public to
purely private. There has been considerable public debate and action regarding public
monuments. Conversely, private monuments have merited little attention because the
legal issues associated with them are not overly complex. Completely missed has
been the complicated middle ground where public and private elements mix. This
section sets out six categories of confederate monuments based on the public and
private interests involved. Beyond articulating the public and private ends of the
spectrum, we provide context to the legal issues that the majority of these monuments
encounter in the messy interstitial space between these two opposing poles.

A. Category One: Public Space, Public Money, Public Support

Our first category of monuments is the purely public model. These monuments
tend to be the highest profile and have been the focus of many efforts at removal and
modification. This category covers confederate monuments on public lands (federal,
state, or municipal). Their construction was paid for with public funds, and they are
often protected by law, particularly state and local historic preservation laws and
laws governing the disposition of governmental property.

Many confederate monuments are in public squares, public parks, protected
battlefields, courthouses, and elsewhere. A 2016 report from the Southern Poverty
Law Center identified 718 confederate monuments (with 700 of these being on public
land). The public display of such monuments conveys a message about a
community; memorials are sacred patriotic spaces and offer conflicting views on
who counts as heroes and villains. Public monuments give legitimacy to the ideals
represented and one has to have sufficient political power to occupy these public
spaces; the erection of such monuments indicates there is enough money and people
willing to support these ideals.

14. Id.
15. Tavernise, supra note 3 (citing a North Carolina study that found twenty confederate
monuments erected in that state since 2000).
17. SPLC, supra note 15, at 8.
One such example is the New Orleans monument to the Battle of Liberty Place. Built in 1891 by the city of New Orleans, it commemorates an 1874 uprising by members of a group called the White League challenging the legitimacy of Reconstruction. Thus, while not a direct dedication to the Civil War, it addresses events in the aftermath of the war. During the time it was built, the city and state were working to disenfranchise blacks and confirm a policy of resistance to Reconstruction ideals. A plaque added to the monument in 1932 went even further explicitly referencing “white supremacy.”

In 1974, the city added a marker (but did not remove the plaque): “Although the ‘Battle of Liberty Place’ and this monument are important parts of New Orleans history, the sentiments in favor of white supremacy expressed thereon are contrary to the philosophy and beliefs of present-day New Orleans.” In 1981, the mayor of New Orleans tried to remove the monument, but the public protest was great, and he could not obtain city council approval.

---


temporary removal in 1989.\footnote{23} The mayor had agreed to replace the monument upon completion of the project.\footnote{24} When he took no action to remove it from storage, supporters of the White League sued.\footnote{25} They argued that because federal money was used for the street construction project, federal historic preservation laws required restoration of the monument.\footnote{26} In 1993, the parties agreed to put the monument on a less conspicuous but more historically accurate site and to remove the 1932 plaque referring to white supremacy.\footnote{27} At the base of the monument, the city added the names of the fallen Metropolitan Police (previously only the members of the White League had been listed).\footnote{28} The marker noted that the inscription did not express the current understanding of the war or attitudes of the community, yet it still claimed to be commemorating both sides of the battle, suggesting an equivalency between the violent racist acts and the police officers defending the city.\footnote{29}

In 2015, Mayor Mitch Landrieu proposed complete removal of the monument, and the City Council agreed on the grounds that the monument was a public nuisance.\footnote{30} Again, supporters of the monument sued. They argued that removal of the monument would violate the 1993 agreement and federal historic preservation laws.\footnote{31} The Eastern District of Louisiana held that while the settlement agreement required the monument to once again be displayed, it did not prohibit later removal where no federal funds were used or federal licenses of approvals required.\footnote{32} The Fifth Circuit upheld the lower court, carving the way for its removal in March 2017.\footnote{33}

\footnotetext{24}{Id.}
\footnotetext{25}{Id.}
\footnotetext{28}{Gordon Chadwick, New Orleans Historical, The Battle of Liberty Place Monument in the Late 20th Century, http://www.neworleanshistorical.org/items/show/283 [https://perma.cc/8T8Z-7T89].}
\footnotetext{29}{Kilgore, supra note 18.}
\footnotetext{32}{Monumental Task Force, Inc. v. Foxx, 240 F. Supp.3d 487 (E.D. La. 2017). The 2015 lawsuit also included some constitutional claims, but the court did not find them persuasive.}
\footnotetext{33}{Monumental Task Force, Inc. v. Chao, 678 Fed. Appx. 250 (5th Cir. 2017).}
Lawmakers in Baton Rouge unsuccessfully tried to pass legislation that would have prevented the monument’s removal.  

The monument was finally removed in the middle of the night on April 24, 2017, under heavy police guard and with workers covering their face to hide their identity because of fear of reprisals.

Where monuments are on public land, political lobbying and pressures on politicians may enable their eventual removal as events have demonstrated over the last year. While the publicness of these monuments is what likely most upsets people, it may also be the most vulnerable point for these monuments. Public sentiment has been shifting away from support of these structures, recognizing them as potential symbols of injustice and as potential public nuisances because they can serve as rallying points for both white supremacists and those fighting against them.

Private organizations and landowners do not feel the same political pressure, and trespassing laws can serve to deter demonstrations on private property. In this light, it makes sense that public sites are under the greatest scrutiny, but they are not the only sites deserving of scrutiny.

B. Category Six: Private Land, Private Money

We jump ahead to category six to illustrate the two ends of our spectrum before describing the muddier middle ground. Thus, we go from fully public to fully private monuments. Some confederate monuments appear on exclusively private land. Building a confederate memorial on private land is certainly within a landowner’s rights and generally protected by the First Amendment as long as the landowner complies with other laws, like nuisance and zoning ordinances. While local laws can control the time and manner of speech (through things like height restrictions, setback rules, etc.), they cannot prevent all or even many confederate memorials as this would result in potentially having to limit all monuments regardless of topic.

It is not clear how many private monuments exist. The Southern Poverty Law Center’s 2016 Report identified eighteen, while a more recent New York Times article suggested more are being erected all the time. Those known of are those most visible and therefore arguably the ones of most concern. The placement of these monuments on private land may show that the confederate monuments are not as

---


35. The initial contractor quit the job after receiving death threats and having someone set fire to the owner’s car. Kennedy, supra note 30.

36. Although this differs by state as some state laws specifically protect public monuments. While a private landowner can decide to remove a monument unilaterally, public processes may be harder to navigate.


39. SPLC, supra note 15; Tavernise, supra note 3.
accepted now as they were before or may represent an attempt to avoid the legal and public process issues that have led to the removal of many monuments.

The siting of these monuments varies. Some landowners choose placements of their memorials for visibility. Others are located near historic sites or already established monuments. A particularly visual example can be found outside of Nashville, Tennessee. The twenty-five-foot fiberglass statue honors Nathan Bedford Forrest, a confederate soldier and the first Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan. Viewed easily from the highway, it was installed in 1998 by an individual citizen and is on private property. The only public action associated with the statue was an initial clearing of vegetation to make it more visible from the highway. A decade later in 2015, politicians and citizens seemed to change their view about the visibility of this monument when they petitioned the state Department of Transportation to plant vegetation to block the view of the statue. The state agency denied the request asserting that it does not plant vegetation simply to block views of private land that people do not like. While this policy makes sense, it is hard to reconcile with the fact that the agency originally cleared vegetation to increase its visibility.

Figure 2: Nathan Bedford Forrest
(http://images.gawker.com/1310553686853971558/c_scale,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800.jpg; photo by Brent Moore, available here)


41. Id.


44. Garrison, supra note 42.

45. While this is not a large public involvement or investment, it is notable that even in our most private category, we see public support for confederate monuments.
In December 2017, vandals coated the statue with pink paint. While not the first time the piece has been vandalized, this time the owner has declared that he will not remove the paint because he believes that it brings more attention to the work.\(^{46}\)

\section*{C. Category Two: Public Land, Private Money}

In the realm between all public and all private, there are several variations. One common arrangement is confederate monuments located on public lands but paid for by a private organization that received permission to place it there. We find such monuments on federal, state, and municipal lands. For example, the federal government owns several former battlefields and forts managed by the National Park Service. Privately funded memorials have been frequently sited on such lands.\(^{47}\)

One example in this category of public land and private money is the confederate memorial in Boston Harbor.\(^{48}\) In 1963, the Daughters of the Confederacy placed a marker on Georges Island to commemorate the confederate dead who died while imprisoned at Fort Warren, which is located on the island.\(^{49}\) Georges Island is owned and managed by the state of Massachusetts through the Department of Conservation and Recreation and is a part of the Boston Harbor Islands National Recreation Area.\(^{50}\) Fort Warren is a designated National Historic Landmark.\(^{51}\) In 2017, the state of Massachusetts covered this monument to conceal it from view as outright removal would have required approval from the Massachusetts Historical Commission, by virtue of the overall site’s historic designation and state ownership.\(^{52}\)

---

46. Natalie Neysa Alund & Natalie Allison, Nathan Bedford Forrest Statue off I-65 Painted Pink, Owner Bill Dorris Won’t Repair, TENNESSEAN (Dec. 27, 2017, 12:31 p.m.), http://www.tennessean.com/story/news/2017/12/27/nathan-bedford-forrest-statue-nashville-vandalized-pink/984740001/ [https://perma.cc/Z5Z2-9B2Q]. Alongside a written article, the website includes a video interview with the landowner who declares his display of the work to be within his first amendment rights. Additionally, without any apparent sense of irony, landowner Bill Dorris declares the vandals to be cowards, “anybody ride around with a sheet over his head must be a coward.”

47. See, e.g., David Snyder, Honoring the South, Stirring up Old Battles, WASH. POST (June 22, 2003), https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/local/2003/06/22/honoring-the-south-stirring-up-old-battles/43404f63-7e81-4ef8-9f90-3792ad6b4d49/?utm_term=.8088b1840148 [https://perma.cc/C3VA-4QNZ].


The mixture of public and private here presents some interesting conundrums. First, where monuments are not on fully private land—like the Nathan Bedford Forrest example—local politicians might be able remove, modify, or, as in Boston, conceal them.\textsuperscript{53} They can also add interpretive information or situate other statues nearby to respond to the subject matter. When political attitudes change, community members can pressure politicians to take action with respect to these monuments.

Additionally, the private organizations discussed here are not purely private actors or private individuals expending their own funds, but rather these are nonprofit organizations advancing their respective missions. Private nonprofit organizations receive many public benefits.\textsuperscript{54} We have a well-established national policy of supporting the work of charitable organizations by both giving the organizations certain tax advantages and allowing income tax deductions to charitable organizations.\textsuperscript{55} This added public lens into the situation does not appear to widen the political options available for securing removal or other remedies for confederate

\textsuperscript{53} Louise Kennedy, Boston’s Only Confederate Monument Will Move out of Public View, WBUR (Oct. 3, 2017), http://www.wbur.org/artery/2017/10/03/bostons-confederate-memorial-will-move [https://perma.cc/B572-BAM6] (explaining that this monument was first boxed up and would be permanently moved out of public view).


monuments. Yet, the argument that these monuments should be less controversial because they are less public rings hollow when one understands that the public has forgone tax revenue in exchange for them. One (admittedly politically unlikely) way to combat new creation of confederate monuments is to target the federal subsidies bestowed upon the nonprofits with an interpretation of public policy that excludes supporting such structures. The First Amendment implications of such actions, however, would be problematic. Moreover, this would not impact any monuments erected by private individuals, organizations, or corporations.

D. Category Three: Private Land, Public-ish Money

As noted above, there can be public economic support of confederate monuments even without the public consciously realizing it is subsidizing monuments through tax policy. Category three comes thus with the most variations. First, in our description of the location of the land as private, we mean not owned in fee simple by any layer or entity of government. The ownership patterns differ, however, with some land owned by private individuals, some owned by businesses or corporations, and some owned by nonprofit organizations. Second, in our labeling the money as “public-ish”, we note that the money to construct the monuments comes from a variety and mixture of sources, including private individuals, corporations, nonprofit organizations, and even public funds. The key feature of the organizations funding the project is that they receive public support.

One example in this category is the confederate monument behind the Georgetown Historical Society building in Delaware. The building houses the Marvel Carriage Museum. The Sons of Confederate Veterans erected the monument, with Robert Eldreth spearheading the project. While located on private property, it is still property associated with public benefits, including favored tax status. In addition, the historical society has received state grants for support of its museum and mission. This state money is the reason that the NAACP has called on the state of Delaware to stop the issuance of an $11,500 Grant-in-Aid to the Historical Society. Lawmakers have objected to the NAACP position because of the monument’s location on private land. Further, the society raised special funds to support the Delaware Confederate monument. No state funds go directly to the

---

56. Tavernise, supra note 1.
58. Id.
payment for the monument nor its upkeep. Yet, public funds generally support the organization.

Figure 4: Georgetown Delaware Confederate Memorial
(Photo by Don Morfe, in the public domain, https://www.hmdb.org/marker.asp?marker=105569)

E. Category Four: Preservation Easements

Category four builds upon the same messy public-private mix of the previous two categories to examine the special case of land protected by conservation easements. Conservation easements generally involve a landowner agreeing to refrain from engaging in certain activities on her land with the goal of yielding an express conservation benefit. State law recognizes historic preservation as a valid conservation purpose, either through conservation easement enabling acts or separate historic preservation easement laws. Where the conservation benefit is historic preservation, we refer to these arrangements collectively as preservation easements. State law dictates the exact contours of the agreements, but they generally follow the same rules: A property owner conveys the ability to modify or demolish a structure. A non-governmental organization or governmental body holds the preservation easement, giving them the ability to enforce the restriction.

Landowner motivation for burdening land with a preservation easement may be largely altruistic, seeking to protect important architectural structures or other historic aspects of a property. However, often landowners donate preservation easements to obtain tax benefits or to obtain development approvals. While multiple tax advantages may come into play, the most significant is the ability to deduct the donation on federal income tax returns. To qualify for the federal tax

65. There are also significant federal estate tax benefits and the possibility of reduced
deduction, a preservation easement must protect “an historically important land area or a certified historic structure.” A certified historic structure could include confederate monuments if listed on the National Register. There are many on the National Register.

The income tax benefits are based on the value that the landowner “lost” by agreeing to restrict her property. A preservation easement that sought solely to protect a confederate monument might meet state property law requirements but would, for a variety of reasons, either not qualify for the National Register or not result in a loss in property value. The value of the tax deduction would be difficult to calculate. If only protecting a monument, the value would be minimal. If the monument is protected as a part of a larger historic site or building, or even appears in a private park with open space and environmental interest, there might be value unrelated to the monument itself, so it is unlikely that a memorial alone would result in tax deductions.

As confederate monuments exist on private lands, or could be placed on private lands with historic significance, preservation easements could be utilized to protect either these monuments or associated resources in a blurring of private/public tools and status. The public interest involved in confederate monuments protected by preservation easements is a complicated discussion and comes with almost as many permutations as we have categories in this essay. All preservation easements represent a change to longstanding property law rules that prevented perpetual land restrictions where the benefit of the restriction is not held and enforced by an adjoining landowner. States passed laws allowing limited exceptions to this longstanding rule because of legislators’ beliefs that such arrangements would

---


67. Id. § 170(h)(4)(C)(i).
68. According to the National Register of Historic Places NPGallery Database as of February 9, 2018, twenty-one entries contain “confederate” in the name of the resource. National Register of Historic Places, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, https://npgallery.nps.gov/NRHP/SearchResults/ [https://perma.cc/M8X5-BUNR]. These mostly appear to be objects or statues, as opposed to buildings or battlefields (although there are a few of those). Id. Eleven states (including Virginia and North Carolina) are not included in the database. Id.
69. Such value would be questionable when it comes to agreeing not to remove a confederate monument, but as explained in the text, any preservation easements over confederate monuments could cover larger parcels with historic or conservation benefit.
70. This assumes the monument would qualify under the National Register criteria. See National Parks Service, How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, NATIONAL REGISTER BULLETIN (1999), https://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/nrb15/nrb15_3.htm [https://perma.cc/CXZ2-34XB] (discussing the application of the National Register criteria with regard to these types of properties).
benefit the public through the protection of land with historical, cultural, recreational, or environmental value. Thus, use of this tool in a way that does not produce a public benefit goes against the purposes of the law and creates unwarranted encumbrances and limitations on land in violation of public policy.

The holders of preservation easements are either public entities or nonprofit conservation organizations, but the underlying landowner could be either a public or private entity. Where a public entity holds the preservation easement, there is actually a public property right involved. If the underlying land is owned by one public entity and the preservation easement is held by a different public entity, we can have complicated legal questions. At first glance, this may appear to fit into our first category of purely public, but where the public entities are not identical, their actions are more like those of private entities than public ones.

If the underlying land is private but the preservation easement is held by a public entity, we end up with a mixture of public and private land. It is unclear what would happen here. We have seen from our other categories that sometimes the nature of something as public can inspire vocal criticism and removal. But in other examples, we also see express limitations on public actors removing or altering confederate monuments.

Monuments encumbered with preservation easements tend to present complicated and unique structures, and our example in this section is no exception. In 2015, Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake tasked a commission with reviewing the fate of four confederate monuments in the city. The commission explored the legal requirements surrounding the monuments and determined that the Maryland Historical Trust (“MHT”), a state agency, held preservation easements on three of the four monuments. These preservation easements arose from inclusion of the statues in the state’s cyclical outdoor bronze sculpture maintenance program in 1984. All of the statues protected under that program are covered by preservation easements that require MHT approval for any changes or modifications.

In August 2017, Mayor Catherine Pugh ordered the removal of these monuments, which occurred on the evening/morning of August 16–17. Press reports indicate that the mayor did this without the approval of the MHT to “protect her city” and to prevent future protest and vandalism to the monuments. Despite lacking the legal authority to remove these monuments, it does not appear that the State of Maryland


72. Id.


or the MHT is planning to respond to this violation—perhaps demonstrating the political limits protecting such a resource through preservation easements held by a governmental agency. A private nonprofit organization that held a preservation easement may be less likely to turn a blind eye to violations due to concerns about the precedent it might set or how such a decision might threaten the integrity of the organization, either through public perception or as a qualified easement-holder.

Figure 5: Jackson and Lee Monument
(Photo in the public domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jackson_and_Lee_Monument_Front.JPG#filelinks)

F. Category Five: Public Support through Preservation Laws

In some cases, the obstacle to removing controversial monuments turns not on whether the land or money involved is public or private, but on the laws that seemingly add a layer of public-condoned protection regardless of the underlying circumstances involving the site.

One thing that muddies the divide between public and private in the context of monuments is the protection of these resources under historic preservation laws. Four

75. It is possible, but far from clear, that others may be able to bring suit against the city or the state for violation of the preservation easement. In some cases, aggrieved parties may be able to bring an enforcement suit based on third-party beneficiary theories or other approaches. See generally Jessica Jay, Third-Party Enforcement of Conservation Easements, 29 Vt. L. Rev. 757 (2004).


77. While perhaps no one is interested in the fight, a land trust that does not enforce its conservation easements could draw attention from the state attorney general, the Internal Revenue Service, and in some cases, the Land Trust Accreditation Commission.
levels of historic preservation can come into play. At the federal level, confederate monuments may receive protection under the National Historic Preservation Act (“NHPA”). Part of this statute creates the National Register of Historic Places, mentioned above with reference to the federal tax code. The National Register is the nation’s list of those places with historic significance and integrity. The National Register criteria are broad but may, in some ways, have limited the number of monuments designated or eligible for designation. For example, the criteria considerations exclude historic resources constructed purely for commemorative purposes. The majority of monuments covered by the National Register are likely contributing elements to resources listed on the National Register, have been listed for their artistic value or design, or for significance acquired over time.

Beyond the National Register, the NHPA established section 106, which is triggered when projects have some sort of federal hook—that is something carried out, funded by, or permitted by the federal government. In the monument context, this condition would be met for monuments located on federal lands or when using federal funds for removal or alteration. Once section 106 is triggered, the project proponents have to determine whether their projects will impact properties listed, or eligible for listing, in the National Register of Historic Places. Where these conditions are met, section 106 requires the federal action agency to meaningfully consult with regard to the project and receive public input on how to carry out the project through the consultation process.

78. 54 U.S.C. § 300101 (1966). Passed in 1966, the NHPA is the first comprehensive federal preservation law and is still considered the “heart of federal historic preservation law.” BROWN & BYRNE, supra note 38, at 106, 106-08 (providing overview of the impacts of the NHPA).


81. 36 C.F.R. § 60.4 (2012). This does not mean that monuments cannot of themselves be designated, but will have to qualify on some other basis.

82. National Parks Service, supra note 70 (discussing the application of the National Register Criteria with regard to these types of properties).

83. 54 U.S.C. § 306108 (2014). The National Environmental Policy Act also can apply as it requires consideration of major federal actions significantly impacting the human environment, which includes “aesthetic, historic, [and] cultural effects.” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b) (2011).

84. 54 U.S.C. § 306108. If a property is a National Historic Landmark, the requirements under NHPA go further and require (1) planning, to the maximum extent possible, to minimize harm to the site, and (2) consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the National Park Service. 54 U.S.C. § 306107 (2014). Given the rarity of such landmarks, however, it is unlikely that many monuments are covered under this subcategory, unless as with the Boston Harbor example, the monuments are placed at an underlying site.

Beyond section 106, the NHPA also provides the standards that govern or shape, directly or indirectly, the application of other preservation laws, including state and local laws that tier off this status. It is generally these state and local laws that make removal of designated sites difficult. Some states have state-equivalents to section 106 or to the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), which require projects with a state nexus to consult or to avoid impacts to listed sites.

More significantly, there are also state laws specifically protecting confederate war monuments. For example, Alabama recently passed the Alabama Memorial Preservation Act, which prohibits local governments from removing historic structures, including Civil War monuments that are over forty years old. In 2015, North Carolina passed a similar law, which limits local governments' ability to remove monuments. A Tennessee law to this effect tied the City of Memphis' hands when it tried to remove a monument to Nathan Bedford Forest. The city took the unusual step of conveying the land to a private nonprofit organization that stated its intent to remove the statute once it became the landowner.

Last, many local governments have historic preservation laws that potentially apply to monuments. The most common is local historic district regulations where local governments designate areas with collective historic significance. Property owners in historic districts must receive approval to modify or demolish structures. Some communities rely on landmarks laws. In contrast to the district model, landmarks laws designate individual historic sites as worthy of protection and, in many instances, require the owners of listed properties to seek approval to modify or demolish designated landmarks. Where local preservation laws protect monuments, anyone seeking to destroy, remove, or alter the monument must apply to the local historic district or landmarks commission for permission to do so.

Although we have not found many examples of requests for removal, one such request was made in Rockville, Maryland. In 2015, Montgomery County applied to the Rockville Historic District Commission to remove a statue located on the grounds of the county’s circuit courthouse. The statue was erected in 1913 on a traffic island.

86. Bronin & Byrne, supra note 38, at 73.
87. Id. at 197–98. As noted, any effort to remove a monument may also require NEPA analysis, again, if it involves a major federal action affecting the quality of the human environment. Id. at 190–92 (discussing the application of NEPA and the interactions between the NHPA and NEPA).
90. Theoretically, the organization could then reconvey the land to the city but it does not appear to be in the plans. This technique would not be available everywhere as some states (e.g., New York) prohibit the conveyance of public park or recreation lands to private parties, but this demonstrates some of the challenges presented by local and state preservation laws.
and was moved to the courthouse’s grounds in 1971.92 Wording on its pedestal includes the phrase: “That we through life may not forget to love the thin gray line.” 93

The statue came under the commission’s authority because the historic courthouse is listed as a single resource historic district.94 The commission allowed removal based upon its determination that the statue was not a contributing element to the courthouse itself and removal would not violate the applicable design review standards.95 If Civil War monuments themselves are listed, historic district commissions will have to consider requests for removal under the standards provided under their ordinances, which may prove problematic.

Figure 6: Civil War Memorial, Rockville, Maryland courthouse
(Photo available at: https://www.flickr.com/photos/mr_t_in_dc/)


93. Id. The “thin grey line” refers to the relatively small number of confederate soldiers (gray) in comparison to union soldiers (blue), and the use of the phrase is generally considering part of the Lost Cause mythology. James W. Loewen, Why Do People Believe Myths About the Confederacy? Because Our Textbooks and Monuments Are Wrong. WASH. POST (July 1, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2015/07/01/why-do-people-believe-myths-about-the-confederacy-because-our-textbooks-and-monuments-are-wrong/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.c7ca0d555b25 [https://perma.cc/D66T-5TSC]

94. City of Rockville, Historic District Commission Staff Report: Certificate of Approval HDC2016-00756, 29 Courthouse Square (Sept. 10, 2015), http://rockvillemd.gov/DocumentCenter/View/12674 [https://perma.cc/2ASA-5QGN]. National Register status, of itself, does not result in protection of a resource or application of the local preservation law unless the community has incorporated this status by reference.

95. Id.
CONCLUSION

The presence and public support of confederate monuments is controversial because the monuments often represent a narrative of the past that is unsupported by evidence, while serving as a focal point for present discrimination and injustices. In the context of efforts to modify and remove the structures, this essay serves as an initial foray into articulating how property law arrangements and public investment can complicate the debate. Our typology highlights the complex nature of the interests involved in such structures, which helps to understand the laws regarding the modification and removal of these monuments. The examples above illuminate a tangled story of public and private. It is a story present throughout much of our society. We are often fixated on whether something is public or private, and draw lines between the two in an effort to help us navigate the legal and social world. But public and private is often a blurry line. Here we see how fuzzy this line can be even in the context of something that seems as set in stone or permanent as a monument. This fuzzy line may introduce both impediments to modification as well as produce opportunities.